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notes for the LORD file:

poems in Lord letters
(Oh Honey of an Hour)
... to lie so near your longing ...
How fleet - how indiscreet an one -
My little devices to live till Monday ...

other drafts in Lord letters
The celestial vacation of writing you ...
(verse: to Alfred Norcross)

Lord drafts in poem file
The Summer that we did not prize
(I feel like wasting my Cheek ...)
Arrows enamored of his breast
(Second of March, and the Crow ... - 2 March 1884)
Still as the Profile of a Tree
(I never heard you call anything beautiful before ...)

Lord envelopes, etc
Glass was the Street
(telegram envelope to Vinnie Dickinson Care Judge Lord)
Through what transports of Patience
(OPL to ED - Salem, Nov 10)
To lie so near your longing ...
(ED to OPL, Court House, Boston)
My lovely Salem smiles at me
(OPL to Miss Vinnie Dickinson By Mr Cooper's Kindness)
As there are Apartments ...
(ED to OPL, Salem Mass)
-Excuse Emily and her atoms (to SGD)
(OPL to ED & LND, Dec 11/1881/?)

paper for Lord drafts
Weston's Linen 1876
American Linen Paper?
Irish Linen Fabric
Pure Irish Linen  F. H. D. & Co